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This is the sixth annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year, supporting
members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published during the previous
year to determine the top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is
an anthology collecting more of the stories from that nomination list to get them to more
readersThe Long List Anthology Volume 5 collects 20 science fiction, fantasy, and
horror stories from that nomination list, totaling over 450 pages of fiction by writers from
all corners of the world. From deepfake girlfriends to death-defying magicians, alternate
history space programs to dead mothers haunting their surviving children, from vast
alien libraries to modern spins on ancient mythology. There are a wide variety of styles
and types of stories here, and something for everyone. The stories included are: "Give
the Family My Love" by A.T. Greenblatt"Beyond the El" by John Chu"Articulated
Restraint" by Mary Robinette Kowal"I (28M) created a deepfake girlfriend and now my
parents think we're getting married" by Fonda Lee"A Bird, a Song, a Revolution" by
Brooke Bolander"The Dead, In Their Uncontrollable Power" by Karen Osborne"FisherBird" by T. Kingfisher"How the Trick is Done" by A.C. Wise"Lest We Forget" by
Elizabeth Bear"Shucked" by Sam J. Miller"Circus Girl, the Hunter, and Mirror Boy" by
JY Neon Yang"Deriving Life" by Elizabeth Bear"His Footsteps, Through Darkness and
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Light" by M. Evan MacGriogair"Dave's Head" by Suzanne Palmer"Nice Things" by Ellen
Klages"A Strange Uncertain Light" by G.V. Anderson"Blood, Bone, Seed, Spark" by
Aimee Ogden"Erase, Erase, Erase" by Elizabeth Bear"Glass Cannon" by Yoon Ha Lee
This is the fifth annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year, supporting
members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published during the previous
year to determine the top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is
an anthology collecting more of the stories from that nomination list to get them to more
readersThe Long List Anthology Volume 5 collects 20 science fiction, fantasy, and
horror stories from that nomination list, totaling over 450 pages of fiction by writers from
all corners of the world. From science fiction mysteries to studying wish-granting fairies,
research on haunted houses to extracting language knowledge from your brain, from
sex-changing dinosaurs to survival stories in a wild alien environment. There is a wide
variety of styles and types of stories here, and something for everyone. The stories
included are: "Mother Tongues" by S. Qiouyi Lu"Field Biology of the Wee Fairies" by
Naomi Kritzer"Meat and Salt and Sparks" by Rich Larson"Sour Milk Girls" by Erin
Roberts"Asphalt, River, Mother, Child" by Isabel Yap"The Starship and the Temple Cat"
by Yoon Ha Lee"Waterbirds" by G.V. Anderson"You Can Make a Dinosaur, but You
Can't Help Me" by K.M. Szpara"And Yet" by A.T. Greenblatt"She Still Loves the
Dragon" by Elizabeth Bear"An Agent of Utopia" by Andy Duncan"A Study in Oils" by
Kelly Robson"The Substance of My Lives, the Accident of Our Births" by José Pablo
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Iriarte"No Flight Without the Shatter" by Brooke Bolander"How to Swallow the Moon" by
Isabel Yap"A World to Die For" by Tobias S. Buckell"Thirty-Three Percent Joe" by
Suzanne Palmer"The Privilege of the Happy Ending" by Kij Johnson"The Nearest" by
Greg Egan"Umbernight" by Carolyn Ives Gilman
As second son of the King of Levathia, seventeen-year-old Valerian desires the quiet
life of a scholarly monk. But when he fails to save his older brother in battle, Valerian
must instead become crown prince. While a traitorous knight schemes against him,
Valerian meets Mercy, a pacifist Healer with whom he can speak mind-to-mind like the
great dragons. Their bond emboldens Valerian to seek out the legendary dragons and
ask for their help against the monsters who killed his brother. Can Valerian survive the
traitor's assassins long enough to find the dragons? And if he does, can he convince
them to lay aside their hatred of humans and help him save the land from destruction?
This is the fourth annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year, supporting
members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published during the previous
year to determine the top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is
an anthology collecting more of the stories from that nomination list to get them to more
readers. The Long List Anthology Volume 4 collects 15 science fiction, fantasy, and
horror stories from that nomination list, totaling over 300 pages of fiction by writers from
all corners of the world. From utopian science fiction to dystopian horror, from a society
based entirely on personal upvotes/downvotes to one where one's status is defined by
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enchanted gloves, from a kickass blockade-running spaceship pilot to an artist who can
twist the world with his perspective. There is a wide variety of styles and types of stories
here, and something for everyone. The stories included are: "Zen and the Art of
Starship Maintenance" by Tobias S. Buckell "Waiting Out the End of the World at
Patty's Place Cafe" by Naomi Kritzer "Don't Press Charges and I Won't Sue" by Charlie
Jane Anders "Confessions of a Con Girl" by Nick Wolven "Utopia, LOL?" by Jamie
Wahls "The Scholast in the Low Waters Kingdom" by Max Gladstone "Paradox" by
Naomi Kritzer "Angel of the Blockade" by Alex Acks "The Fisher of Bones" by Sarah
Gailey "Crispin's Model" by Max Gladstone "The Dark Birds" by Ursula Vernon "Waiting
On a Bright Moon" by JY Yang "Pan-Humanism: Hope and Pragmatics" by Jess Barber
and Sara Saab "A Human Stain" by Kelly Robson "The Worshipful Society of Glovers"
by Mary Robinette Kowal
Rare Earths
The Long List Anthology
The Long List Anthology Volume 2
Nashville - Part One - Ready to Reach
Binary Noise
The Lies of Locke Lamora
When Two's Not Enough "Tribal Fusion" -- Whenever and wherever he dances, Dominic collects
propositions, but the Lady Lenore's proposal takes him by surprise. "Two Brothers" -- A divorcÃƒ©e
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in a flashy sports car attracts the attention of two young virgin brothers visiting the "big" city of
Boise. "Honeymoon" -- Although she expected to honeymoon aboard a cruise ship, Allison finds
herself sailing on a private yacht staffed by an incredibly beautiful couple. Believing her new
husband wants to hide his older, less attractive wife, makes it difficult to enjoy the hedonistic
delights offered in paradise. "Jail Bait" -- Serena wants Joshua to pop her cherry, but he won't
touch her because of her age. When her birthday finally makes it legal, he arranges for a very
special celebration. "Nikki's Birthday" -- Even someone happy in a monogamous relationship might
find the gift of a hot, new toy for an evening of decadence incredibly exciting. "Market Boy" -When a beautiful Domme offers Jack the opportunity to serve at a party for her friends, he
responds too quickly and too eagerly, getting more than he bargained for. "The Cougar and the
College Boys" -- Alone in the woods, hours from Portland, Tess discovers four college friends
staying in a nearby cabin. The boys invite her to share their campfire, their dinner, and ...
Ten stories of BDSM, submission, and service set in the secret world of Laura Antoniou's
Marketplace. The Marketplace has fans all over the world, and Antoniou invited them to come play
in her fictional sandbox/dungeon. Numbered among those fans happen to be some of the top erotica
and alternative sexuality writers in the world, including D.L. King, Sassafras Lowrey, and Elizabeth
Schechter. The full slate of writers contributing to NO SAFEWORDS runs the gamut of awardwinning authors to bright-eyed new voices, as creator Laura Antoniou explains in her introduction:
"As the saying goes, 'blessed are those who embellish the tale.' So here is the Marketplace, as seen
through other eyes. There are some stories that show the world exactly as I created it, and some that
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push my boundaries a tad. There is romance and strife, glee and despair. There is hot sex, of
course, but there's also humor and melodrama. Just the way I like it. "There were some surprises for
me! I was delighted to find several female dominant/male submissive stories, especially since my
examples of those relationships tend to be supporting, rather than main characters. I was also
pleased by the writers who weren't afraid to go a little dark; a collection of stories all about slaves
misbehaving in mildly inconvenient ways and getting fantastically, erotically punished would have
been tiresome. "So whether you want a rollicking Victorian flavored tale of adventure and romance
or a modern, sexy welcome to a new home for a familiar character, you will find flavors here to
tempt or satisfy your tastes. Return for more time travel to a world where the language we so
casually use to describe our tastes doesn't even exist, but where longing for a ritualized order and
discipline and a sense of belonging transcends words, and gets expressed in the rich metaphor-and
reality-of a garden. "Then swerve away from romance to feel the terror of a slave newly sold to an
owner who represents their worst nightmare, whether because of demographics or the enormous
challenge of a language barrier. "Here, you can get into the reflection of a trainer's long career or
the grief and anguish of a new owner confronted with an inherited house full of property she didn't
choose. Or, watch how even the jaded, experienced ways of the Marketplace aware people become
awkward in that most awkward of adult challenges-a marriage proposal. Get a glimpse into the
rarefied and formal household of an owner/spotter, and then take a detour to the desolate history
of a young genderqueer punk fresh from the streets, confronted with the most iconic of Marketplace
characters. All of this-a synthesis of my imagination and theirs, fed by culture, fantasy, fairy tales
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and fears. All fiction is, in a way, fan fiction. I am sorry it took so long for me to see this and to
open myself to the interesting sensations-you might call it edge-play-in giving people access to my
favorite victims. But better late than never!" Full table of contents: A Thousand Things Before
Breakfast by Marie Casey Stevens The First by D. Alexandria If You Try Sometime by D. L. King
Her Owner's Voice by Leigh Ann Hildebrand Hiding in Plain Sex by Sassafras Lowrey Delirious
Moonlight, 1916: Mr. Sloan's Boy by Anna Watson Pearls in the Deep Blue Sea by Jamie Thorsen
Coals for the New Castle by Marie Casey Stevens Getting Real by S.M. Li O, Promise Me! by
Elizabeth Schechter
Dragon—Book One of the Dragon Eye seriesIlsa has been afraid of dragons ever since she saw
them in the sky the night she was chased from her village as a child. Now, a decade later, she'd love
to return to the place she once called home—if only she knew where to find home.Truth is, Ilsa
doesn't know who she is. She only knows her father left her in the care of a guy named Ram, who
teaches her swordsmanship in a butcher shop until the day when it's safe for her to continue
home.But it may never be safe, and their enemies are closing in. Ilsa and Ram are being hunted,
and they must flee through the dangers that bar them from their homeland. The journey will require
all their skill and strength, but it will also uncover the secrets of who Ilsa is and where she belongs.
She's always longed for the truth, but once she learns it, can she accept it? Is she…a dragon? And
do those ancient monsters even deserve to live?The Dragon Eye series books:One: DragonTwo:
HydraThree: PhoenixFour: VixenFive: DraculSix: Basilisk
Two stolen Pakistani nuclear bombs, a conspiracy to manipulate the global market in rare earths
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and a plot to assassinate the President of the United States. It's going to be a busy week for Ali
Monpour, special investigator for the National Security Advisor.Rare Earths is a fast-paced political
thriller ripped from today's headlines! Action and intrigue intertwine from the deserts of
Balochistan to the halls of power in Washington, D.C.
Unapologetically, Me.
Dragon
More Stories from the Hugo Award Nomination List
The Author's Book Journal
The Long List Anthology Volume 3
No Safewords

The Hugo Award is one of the most prestigious speculative fiction literary
awards. Every year, supporting members of WorldCon nominate their
favorite stories first published during the previous year to determine the
top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. Between the
announcement of the ballot and the Hugo Award ceremony at WorldCon,
these works often become the center of much attention (and contention)
across fandom. But there are more stories loved by the Hugo voters,
stories on the longer nomination list that WSFS publishes after the Hugo
Award ceremony at WorldCon. The Long List Anthology collects 21 tales
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from that nomination list, totaling almost 500 pages of fiction by writers
from all corners of the world. Within these pages you will find a mix of
science fiction and fantasy, the dramatic and the lighthearted, from near
future android stories to steampunk heists, too-plausible dystopias to
contemporary vampire stories. There is something here for everyone.
"As enjoyable as a day at the beach." That's how USA TODAY summed up
this hilarious and big-hearted romp in the Florida sunshine. When Murray
Zemelman, a.k.a. The Bra King, pops another Prozac and heads to the
Keys, he has nothing much in mind beyond a quixotic hope of winning
back his first wife, Franny, whom he dumped years before. But when he
forms an unlikely friendship with Tommy Tarpon, the last remaining
member of an obscure Indian tribe, another plan also starts shaping up in
his fevered brain. Why not open up Key West's first casino? Why not? Well,
how about because the Mafia, in league with some of the nastiest
politicians you will ever meet, is determined to kill anyone who tries?
Somehow, Murray, Tommy, and Franny didn't think of that until they were
in way too deep. Laugh along as they improvise a manic and ever more
desperate campaign to keep their casino dreams--and themselves--alive.
Three young children, Mal, Ari and Martha, have been "touched" and are in
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possession of enormous talents, bestowed on them by a chance encounter
with the Young Master. Now Ari, Mal and Martha find themselves in the
wrong place and time because Ari has done the unthinkable, resulting in a
perpetual red dawn. But that is the least of their worries! Ari is on the run,
while Mal and Martha attempt to keep their enemy at bay. The Strange Man
is back and he's got even more sinister tricks up his sleeve ...
Vowing to bring down the crime boss running the city, a group of
Gentlemen Bastards, led by Locke Lamora, sets out to beat the Capa at his
own game, taking on other thieves, murderers, beggars, prostitutes, and
thugs in the process.
Blue Water Edition
Fairshore Book Three
Short Story
More Stories From the Hugo Award Nomination List
Sounds Make Words Make Stories, Plus Level, Series 2
Counterparts

You may remember visiting a grandparent or elder friend who lived in a
nursing home memory unit. When you were a child you may recall sights,
sounds, and smells that caused you to feel uneasy. Step into any one of
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today's 16,000 long-term care facilities across the US, and suddenly those
memories reemerge. Nurse Supervisor K. Allen tells of the emotional
investments found while working with seniors inside the Van Gogh, a large
upscale urban assisted living complex. Located at its core is found a locked
memory care unit, the Rembrandt, where he and his heroic support team
struggle to comfort those suffering from Alzheimer's and other types of
Dementia. Emotionally rich and deeply moving, Remembering What I Forgot
tells of a day in the life of a memory unit nurse and the unimaginable
obstacles faced by todays health care workers. A first of its kind, the story
provides its reader with a rare glimpse into "life on a memory unit" including
the emotional torment experienced by visitors who witness their loved one
slip into ever increasing apathy and confusion. In its truest sense a love
story of the need to cope and how to find hope when someone we love
suddenly cannot remember well and is handed a diagnosis of Dementia.
Insightful, humorous and heartfelt, Remembering What I Forgot conveys a
message of inspiration and helps us connect with those in the final chapter
of their life. Let us not forget them.
This is the third annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year,
supporting members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first
published during the previous year to determine the top five in each
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category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is an anthology collecting more
of the stories from that nomination list to get them to more readersThe Long
List Anthology Volume 3 collects 20 science fiction, fantasy, and horror
stories from that nomination list, totaling over 500 pages of fiction by writers
from all corners of the world. From intelligent appliances gone feral to
Lovecraftian detective noir, from tech-enhanced wilderness races to
Egyptian science fantasy steampunk, from hard science fiction to fairy tale
to humor and more. There is a wide variety of styles and types of stories
here, and something for everyone.The stories included are:"Red in Tooth and
Cog" by Cat Rambo"A Salvaging of Ghosts" by Aliette de Bodard"Welcome to
the Medical Clinic at the Interplanetary Relay Station Hours Since the Last
Patient Death: 0" by Caroline M. Yoachim"Razorback" by Ursula Vernon"We
Have a Cultural Difference, Can I Taste You?" by Rebecca Ann Jordan"Lullaby
for a Lost World" by Aliette de Bodard"Terminal" by Lavie Tidhar"Ye
Highlands and Ye Lowlands" by Seanan McGuire"Things With Beards" by
Sam J. Miller"The Venus Effect" by Joseph Allen Hill"The Visitor From Taured"
by Ian R. MacLeod"Blood Grains Speak Through Memories" by Jason
Sanford"Sooner or Later Everything Falls Into the Sea" by Sarah Pinsker"A
Dead Djinn in Cairo" by P. Djèlí Clark "Red as Blood and White as Bone" by
Theodora Goss"Foxfire, Foxfire" by Yoon Ha Lee"Forest of Memory" by Mary
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Robinette Kowal"Chimera" by Gu Shi, translated by S. Qiouyi Lu and Ken
Liu"Hammers on Bone" by Cassandra Khaw"Runtime" by S.B. Divya
This anthology brings together fiction, poetry, recipes, and memoirs by some
of the best Portuguese-Canadian and Portuguese-American writers to narrate
the Portuguese Diasporic experience in North America. These works focus on
lived experiences, shared spaces and the ethnic identity through which this
distinctive culture is lived in the United States of America and Canada, both
of which have long been home to significant and vibrant Portuguese
communities that arrived roughly in the same waves of migration. In this
book, you will find a range of texts full of passion, wit, and poise, even as
they wrestle with a sense of loss about the passing of the torch from
generation to generation, the attempts at integration into the mainstream,
and the often overlooked third space or otherness often felt by PortugueseCanadians and Portuguese-Americans. There are also stories about the
power gained from the preservation of cultural practices that promote a
strong sense of self and strengthen family and community ties, and also the
awareness that success can come from understanding one's legacy. We
would like to emphasize that even though this anthology was compiled from
the perspective of the Portuguese Diaspora to North America, the result goes
beyond that community and reflects larger complexities of articulations in
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Canadian and American everyday life and identity that will resonate with
people of any ancestry in these countries. Among the many writers included
are Katherine Vaz, George Monteiro, Irene Marques, Anthony Barcellos,
August Mark Vaz, Millicent Borges Accardi, Sam Pereira, Darrell Kastin and
Frank X. Gaspar. Each of them offers a unique view on the heterogeneity,
intricateness, and vibrancy of experiences of the Portuguese Diasporas in
Canada and the United States.
Best-selling author James Green shares his own ground-breaking 6-step
formula for producing top quality, highly successful non-fiction books in just
24 hours. 24 Hour Bestseller: How to Write a Book in 24 Hours will provide
you with a 6-step writing blueprint that you can set on full 'rinse and repeat
mode' providing you with a step-by-step recipe for writing success. After
becoming disillusioned with his own writing struggles, the author decided to
completely re-engineer the entire process, providing a plan for: generating
and validating new book ideas; creating comprehensive book outlines;
writing in a quick, easy and enjoyable way; publishing the completed books
effortlessly. Inside 24 Hour Bestseller, you will learn: How to stir your
creative juices to constantly think up new book ideas; How to validate and
evaluate your ideas for maximum profit; How to create a solid book outline
that will make the writing process a breeze; How to turn your writing into a
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fun game; How to stay motivated; When to outsource (and when not to);
How to craft your book title and description for maximum impact; How to
publish your book to KDP easily; Book pricing strategies; And much more... If
you've become overwhelmed and disillusioned with the whole writing
process, this book will be your guide and your tonic, re-energizing your
authoring efforts. You'll be more productive than ever, and most importantly,
you will find writing enjoyable once again! Whether you're a complete novice
and have never even written a book before, are struggling to come up with
new book ideas, or are a seasoned author who simply needs some tips on
how to write more effectively, then this book is for you. 24 Hour Bestseller
will guide you step-by-step through the entire formula and get you authoring
for success once more!"
Eight Days in October
The Long List Anthology Volume 4
A Little Book on Making Big Decisions
Telling Tales
Special Collector's Edition
When Two's Not Enough
Endings and beginnings / Vonda N. McIntyre -- Foreword / Ellen Datlow -Acknowledgments -- The parrot man / Kathleen Ann Goonan ; Greg Bear on Kathleen Ann
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Goonan -- Absalom's mother / Louise Marley ; Pat Murphy on Louise Marley -- Mulberry
boys / Margo Lanagan ; Howard Waldrop on Margo Lanagan -- The fate of mice / Susan
Palwick ; Samuel R. Delany on Susan Palwick -- My she / Mary Rosenblum ; Gardner Dozois
on Mary Rosenblum -- Bitter dreams / Ian McHugh ; Maureen F. McHugh on Ian McHugh
-- Leviathan wept / Daniel Abraham ; Lucy Sussex on Daniel Abraham -- Start the clock /
Benjamin Rosenbaum ; Connie Willis on Ben Rosenbaum -- I hold my father's paws / David
D. Levine ; Geoff Ryman on David D. Levine -- Beluthahatchie / Andy Duncan ; Elizabeth
Hand on Andy Duncan -- Another word for map is faith / Christopher Rowe ; Terry Bisson on
Christopher Rowe -- The adventures of Captain Black Heart Wentworth / Rachel Swirsky ;
Andy Duncan on Rachel Swirsky -- A boy in Cathyland / David Marusek ; Pat Cadigan on
David Marusek -- The Water Museum / Nisi Shawl ; Nancy Kress on Nisi Shawl -- The
evolution of trickster stories among the dogs of North Park after the change / Kij Johnson ;
Ursula K. LeGuin on Kij Johnson -- The lineaments of gratified desire / Ysabeau S. Wilce ;
Paul Park on Ysabeau Wilce -- Giving back / Leslie Howle
This is the second annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year, supporting
members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published during the previous year
to determine the top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. Between the
announcement of the ballot and the Hugo Award ceremony at WorldCon, these works often
become the center of much attention (and contention) across fandom. But there are more
stories loved by the Hugo voters, stories on the longer nomination list that WSFS publishes
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after the Hugo Award ceremony at WorldCon. The Long List Anthology Volume 2 collects 18
fiction stories from that nomination list, along with 2 essays from the book Letters to Tiptree
that was also on the nomination list, totaling over 500 pages of fiction by writers from all
corners of the world. Within these pages you will find a mix of science fiction and fantasy and
horror, the dramatic and the lighthearted, from android caretakers to Lovecraftian romances,
from adventures to quests and more. There is a wide variety of styles and types of stories here,
and something for everyone. The stories included are: "Damage" by David D. Levine
"Pockets" by Amal El-Mohtar "Today I Am Paul" by Martin L. Shoemaker "The Women
You Didn't See" by Nicola Griffith (a letter from Letters to Tiptree) "Tuesdays With
Molakesh the Destroyer" by Megan Grey "Wooden Feathers" by Ursula Vernon "Three
Cups of Grief, By Starlight" by Aliette de Bodard "Madeleine" by Amal El-Mohtar "Neat
Things" by Seanan McGuire (a letter from Letters To Tiptree) "Pocosin" by Ursula Vernon
"Hungry Daughters of Starving Mothers" by Alyssa Wong "So Much Cooking" by Naomi
Kritzer "The Deepwater Bride" by Tamsyn Muir "The Heart's Filthy Lesson" by Elizabeth
Bear "Grandmother-nai-Leylit's Cloth of Winds" by Rose Lemberg "Another Word For
World" by Ann Leckie "The Long Goodnight of Violet Wild" by Catherynne M. Valente
"Our Lady of the Open Road" by Sarah Pinsker "The Pauper Prince and the Eucalyptus
Jinn" by Usman T. Malik "The Sorcerer of the Wildeeps" by Kai Ashante Wilson
A fresh selection of short SF/Fantasy/Horror/Humor stories with a mathematical twist.
Life is full of tough calls and daunting decisions. The question isn't if you'll face a big
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decision in the future, but how you'll face the tough call that's guaranteed to come your way.
Think about it. There are wedding proposals to ponder, college applications to submit, career
moves to make, homes to sell, and confrontations to consider. And, knowing how poorly
things could go, we sometimes find ourselves facing these decisions with a deep fear of future
regret. The pressure is on. Or is it? Short and straightforward, yet full of practical insight and
spiritual truths, Tough Call, will help you see that the Christian faith offers a mindset to
confidently and joyfully make your next big decision. More importantly you'll see that you can
face life with your fears recognized, your peace maximized, and your hope anchored in
something greater than your ability to "get it right." Readers familiar with authors like Acuff,
Chan, and Tchividjian will resonate with Matt Popovits's witty, practical, and gospel-centered
take on complicated topics. Tough Call is an enjoyable and essential read for any and all
facing a major decision.
Tough Call
The Long List Anthology Volume 6
The Long List Anthology Volume 7
A Marketplace Fan Anthology
The Long List Anthology, Volume 4
Astronomical Odds
This is the seventh annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year,
supporting members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first
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published during the selected year to determine the top five in each
category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is an anthology collecting
more of the stories from that nomination list to reach more readers. The
Long List Anthology volume 7 collects 24 science fiction, fantasy, and
horror stories from that nomination list, totaling over 400 pages of fiction
by writers from all corners of the world. From lonely haunted houses to
invincible mechsuits, from body-lending gigwork to Fae ransom letters,
from space pirate radio to interstellar disputes over art ownership. There is
something here for everyone. The following stories are in the anthology:
"50 Things Every AI Working With Humans Should Know" by Ken Liu
"AirBody" by Sameem Siddiqui "The Eight-Thousanders" by Jason Sanford
"Open House On Haunted Hill" by John Wiswell "This is New Gehesran
Calling" by Rebecca Fraimow "The Cold Crowdfunding Campaign" by Cora
Buhlert "A Being Together Amongst Total Strangers" by Arkady Martine
"Sinew and Steel and What They Told" by Carrie Vaughn "My Country Is a
Ghost" by Eugenia Triantafyllou "In This, At Least, We Are Alike" by Caitlin
Starling "The Ransom of Miss Coraline Connelly" by Alix E. Harrow
"Sunrise, Sunrise, Sunrise" by Lauren Ring "The Salt Witch" by Martha
Wells "Lone Puppeteer of a Sleeping City" by Arula Ratnakar "Color, Heat,
and the Wreck of the Argo" by Catherynne M. Valente "Yellow and the
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Perception of Reality" by Maureen McHugh "An Important Failure" by
Rebecca Campbell "City of Red Midnight: A Hikayat" by Usman T. Malik "If
You Take My Meaning" by Charlie Jane Anders "On Safari in R'lyeh and
Carcosa With Gun and Camera" by Elizabeth Bear "A Stick of Clay, in the
Hands of God, is Infinite Potential" by Neon Yang "The Bahrain
Underground Bazaar" by Nadia Afifi "To Sail the Black" by A.C. Wise
"Exile's End" by Carolyn Ives Gilman
Collects 15 short stories that were nominated for the 2017 Hugo Awards
but did not make their categories' short lists.
All Isla Macallen wanted was a simple existence on her little Scottish
island—but what she got was embroiled in a war of good versus evil.
Paranormal investigator Dr. Jeremiah Rousseau doesn't expect his research
to lead him to Scotland, and to the woman who will turn his world upside
down. Together they must defeat the demon king before time runs out. As a
supernatural war wages around them, Isla and Jeremiah will risk it all for
love.
This book is a compilation of my thoughts-- transformed into poems, quotes,
and self notes. At the unseasoned age of 20, I can testify to life taking me
through some expected changes and detours. There were many days that I
couldn't speak, think, or even write clearly. Through silence, prayer, and
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this little writing outlet, I've learned so much. I've found inspiration in the
most unexpected places. I've learned that it's okay to cry. It's okay to not
know all the answers. It's okay to be you-- Unapologetically you.
Sometimes, it's even okay to feel lost.. So long as you remember who you
are. We're all destined for greatness and success. I pray this book opens
minds, encourages smiles, and inspires creativity. Above all, I'm forever
grateful to my Heavenly Father for his magnificent plan over my life.
Writers of the Portuguese Diaspora in the United States and Canada
More Stories from the Hugo Awards Nomination List
The Clarion West 30th Anniversary Anthology
An Anthology
Midas
The Long List Anthology Volume 5

A great story about Sally the Seal who lives in a stream.
When she swims out to sea, she meets Ellie the eel and she
cooks her a lovely meal. On her way back she meets Dean the
donkey and Stan the sheep, and they go on a few adventures.
The story introduces the long vowel sound 'e' and the
alternative ways to spell this sound. It ensures your new
reader can apply their new knowledge immediately. It
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includes several fun and engaging activities for your new
reader to complete in order to check and reinforce their
learning. This is the second book in the PLUS level series 2
of 'Sounds make Words make Stories'. The learning that takes
place in this book builds upon the learning from Series 1.
This is a structured reading program that introduces sound
groups in a systematic and uncluttered way. It builds
confidence and capability in your new reader by only
focusing on new sounds together with those already learned.
This program has had success with young readers, stubborn
readers, readers with learning difficulties and readers with
English as a second language. It has been proven to be an
excellent educational tool within schools as well as for
home learning. The program contains self-reader books as
well as read-aloud story books that complement the reader's
journey. They contain fun characters who have interesting
adventures and teach a moral value. The read-aloud story
linked with this self-reader is 'Dale the Friendly Whale'.
Binary Noise Volume 2 is a science fiction story told
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through three vignettes - In a time when humans thrive
throughout the Solar System, two sisters and a sentient
being struggle to survive in extreme conditions, trying to
trick death and find each other. Story 1 - HELLO SUNSHINE:
Space immigrants, living and working at the low orbit solar
farms around the Sun. A difficult and dangerous job accepted
for the good pay and adventure... But how much is enough,
when you realize happiness is not there? Story 2 - JUPITER'S
EFFECT: An accident in space. A pilot and a sentient machine
trapped inside of whatever was left of their spaceship, now
caught by Jupiter's gravitational pull. An exit plan is
desperately needed to escape from certain death. Story 3 FAMILY TIES: In the Jovian Moon IO, Katerina a space pilot,
and James a sentient machine are catching their breath after
a miraculous escape from destruction on planet Jupiter. With
a stolen spaceship in their hands, they intercept data
indicating her young sister is also somewhere on IO. Now
pilot and robot embark on a new journey to find little
sister's whereabouts.
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This anthology collects some of the best original short
fiction published in Apex Magazine over the past six years.
The stories include our numerous award-nominated works, our
readers' Story of the Year selections, and personal
favorites chosen by Apex Magazine editor-in-chief Jason
Sizemore and managing editor Lesley Conner. TABLE OF
CONTENTS Jackalope Wives by Ursula Vernon Going Endo by Rich
Larson Candy Girl by Chikodili Emelumadu If You Were a
Dinosaur, My Love by Rachel Swirsky Advertising at the End
of the World Keffy R.M. Kehrli The Performance Artist by
Lettie Prell A Matter of Shapespace by Brian Trent Falling
Leaves by Liz Argall Blood from Stone by Alethea Kontis
Sexagesimal by Katharine E.K. Duckett Keep Talking by Marie
Vibbert Remembery Day by Sarah Pinsker Blood on Beacon Hill
by Russell Nichols The Green Book by Amal El-Mohtar L’esprit
de L’escalier by Peter M. Ball Still Life (A Sexagesimal
Fairy Tale) by Ian Tregillis Build a Dolly by Ken Liu Multo
by Samuel Marzioli Armless Maidens of the American West by
Genevieve Valentine Pocosin by Ursula Vernon She Gave Her
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Heart, He Took Her Marrow by Sam Fleming Also includes a
foreword by Jason Sizemore and afterword by Lesley Conner.
Nineteen-year old CeCe Mackenzie leaves Virginia for
Nashville with not much more to her name than a guitar, a
Walker Hound named Hank Junior and an old car she'd
inherited from her grandma called Gertrude. But Gertrude
ends up on the side of I-40 in flames, and Nashville has
never seemed farther away. Help arrives in the form of two
Georgia football players headed for the Nashville dream as
well. When Holden Ashford and Thomas Franklin stop to offer
CeCe and Hank Junior a ride, fate may just give a nod to
serendipity and meant to be.
Where Angels & Devils Tread
Best of Apex Magazine
How to Write a Book in 24 Hours
Mercy's Prince
Final Hours (Love in Time Book One)
Fire on the Island
The Hugo Award is one of the most prestigious speculative fiction literary
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awards. Every year, supporting members of WorldCon nominate their favorite
stories first published during the previous year to determine the top five in each
category for the final Hugo Award ballot. Between the announcement of the ballot
and the Hugo Award ceremony at WorldCon, these works often become the
center of much attention (and contention) across fandom.But there are more
stories loved by the Hugo voters, stories on the longer nomination list that WSFS
publishes after the Hugo Award ceremony at WorldCon. The Long List Anthology
collects 21 tales from that nomination list, totaling about 180.000 words of fiction
by writers from all corners of the world.Within these pages you will find a mix of
science fiction and fantasy, the dramatic and the lighthearted, from near future
android stories to steampunk heists, too-plausible dystopias to contemporary
vampire stories.There is something here for everyone.
After many obstacles and heartache, Amelia and Zach find hope. With their
recent engagement and their anticipation of the arrival of their little one, they
look forward to their bright and promise-filled future together - as a family.
Amelia occupies her spare time by helping by helping her mother and her best
friend, Bailey, plan for her baby shower and the wedding. Even though Amelia
and Zach cannot agree on a date, Amelia has her heart set on marrying the man
of her dreams. Just when they believe their life is perfect and cannot get better
than it is, they face yet another heartache. But with Zach's plan, there's a fair
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chance everything will be okay.
Dr. Brooke Spencer always felt different from other girls. Now a successful
scientist, she is finally discovering where she belongs: working alongside the
brilliant, trailblazing researcher Dr. Charles Samuelson. Dr. Samuelson has
recently made a discovery that has eluded philosophers and dreamers for
centuries: How to transmute iron into gold. Determined to use the knowledge for
good, Dr. Samuelson recruits Brooke to assist him with his new plan, his
"Golden Manifesto." But humans are not alone and his discovery has not gone
unnoticed. Extraterrestrial visitors seek to control Dr. Samuelson's
Breakthrough, and before long, Brooke is all that stands between Earth and total
Destruction. Will she be able to hold her ground? Or will the timeless temptation
of gold prove too much for even the strongest of spirits? Brooke will soon face a
choice that will make her question her background, her career, and the fate of the
planet.
This is the third annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year,
supporting members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published
during the previous year to determine the top five in each category for the final
Hugo Award ballot. This is an anthology collecting more of the stories from that
nomination list to get them to more readersThe Long List Anthology Volume 3
collects 20 science fiction, fantasy, and horror stories from that nomination list,
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totaling over 500 pages of fiction by writers from all corners of the world. From
intelligent appliances gone feral to Lovecraftian detective noir, from techenhanced wilderness races to Egyptian science fantasy steampunk, from hard
science fiction to fairy tale to humor and more. There is a wide variety of styles
and types of stories here, and something for everyone.The stories included
are:"Red in Tooth and Cog" by Cat Rambo"A Salvaging of Ghosts" by Aliette de
Bodard"Welcome to the Medical Clinic at the Interplanetary Relay Station | Hours
Since the Last Patient Death: 0" by Caroline M. Yoachim"Razorback" by Ursula
Vernon"We Have a Cultural Difference, Can I Taste You?" by Rebecca Ann
Jordan"Lullaby for a Lost World" by Aliette de Bodard"Terminal" by Lavie
Tidhar"Ye Highlands and Ye Lowlands" by Seanan McGuire"Things With Beards"
by Sam J. Miller"The Venus Effect" by Joseph Allen Hill"The Visitor From
Taured" by Ian R. MacLeod"Blood Grains Speak Through Memories" by Jason
Sanford"Sooner or Later Everything Falls Into the Sea" by Sarah Pinsker"A Dead
Djinn in Cairo" by P. Djl Clark "Red as Blood and White as Bone" by Theodora
Goss"Foxfire, Foxfire" by Yoon Ha Lee"Forest of Memory" by Mary Robinette
Kowal"Chimera" by Gu Shi, translated by S. Qiouyi Lu and Ken Liu"Hammers on
Bone" by Cassandra Khaw"Runtime" by S.B. Divya
Book Three in the Touched Series
24 Hour Bestseller Series:
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Fair Chances
More Stories From the Hugo Award Nomination List: The Long List Anthology, #3
Remembering What I Forgot
Triumvirate

The Author's Book Journal is a must have for anyone writing a book or a novel. It
easily lets you keep track of events and characters in your chapters. There are
dedicated pages for 100 chapters, plus main character profiles, secondary
characters profiles and also pages to note reference research sources,
acknowledgements, quotes, notes, prologue, epilogue, back cover blurb, beta
readers, ARC reviews, publishing details, author details. You also have some
extra pages at the back for making notes on ideas for your next book. Keep all
your book information in one handy place. Journal size 7x10 inches.
A teenage boy uncovers a horrific family secret. A widower seeks vengeance on
the creatures that killed his wife. A drug addled writer stalks the woman of his
dreams, a woman much more sinister than she appears. A federal agent races to
find the cursed relic powering this city full of spooks, spirits, and serial killers. The
lives of these and others will collide in the dark and dangerous streets of
Adderlass. A seed of evil was planted under Adderlass, a city where monsters
hide behind masks of humanity and ordinary people shuffle anesthetized and
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addicted by the sickly supernatural power wafting up from below. The city was
built over the crystalline skull of a bloodthirsty beast. Now, the hunt is on for this
lost treasure and whoever finds it first will control the fate not only of Adderlass
but of the entire world. Sixteen-year-old Simon Cubbins, young and naive, may
be the key to unlocking the mystery buried in this twisted labyrinth of hidden
agendas. He also unknowingly harbors a secret that could destroy the Cubbins
bloodline. As different characters fight for control over Simon, he will have to
decide whether or not to carry on his family's legacy.
He was famous for telling stories. He could always make the story interesting. He
had a way of seeing the best or funniest of every situation. He wrote down over
180 of his best stories in his last few years for all his family and friends. You will
laugh, and relate to the stories of childhood, school years, and growing up during
the depression. From his northern New Jersey, small town home he shares what
it was like growing up in the 20's and 30's. From logging to working with horses,
the stories provide a great view of the life style from that time period.
One man's death will change the future. Only two people can save him - if they
have the courage to trust each other. Elizabeth Barritt fought hard for the life she
has, finally putting the ugly memories of a childhood trapped in the foster care
system behind her. She has the chance to move forward, to reach out for a new,
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exciting future, surrounded by the art that is her passion. All she has to do is take
the first step. Enter Jackson Kane, who bursts into her life, literally out of thin air.
He is a time traveler, on the hunt for a rogue agent. Colliding with Elizabeth is not
on his agenda, as much as she intrigues him. When Kane is injured protecting
Elizabeth from that agent, she makes a decision that will change her life, in ways
she can't even begin to grasp. She takes him home. Once he is healed enough
to travel, Kane goes after the agent, chasing him back to war-torn London. But
his journey back takes a sideways turn, forcing Elizabeth to make another choice.
She follows him into the past, to help him stop one man from changing their
future. Together, they learn to trust. What they don't expect is the connection
between them - a connection so strong they can't fight it, even as they try.
Because how can it work, when their lives are centuries apart? *Includes an
exclusive preview of First Breath, Book Two of the Love in Time series.
Sally the Seal and Ellie the Eel
Oh Charlie
Tropical Depression
This is the fourth annual edition of the Long List Anthology. Every year, supporting
members of WorldCon nominate their favorite stories first published during the previous
year to determine the top five in each category for the final Hugo Award ballot. This is an
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anthology collecting more of the stories from that nomination list to get them to more
readers. The Long List Anthology Volume 4 collects 15 science fiction, fantasy, and horror
stories from that nomination list, totaling over 300 pages of fiction by writers from all
corners of the world.
Farrington is an alcoholic scrivener who has been scolded by his boss for not finishing a
task on time. But instead of completing the task, Farrington goes out for a beer and
receives yet another scolding from his boss. Farrington’s day continues to unravel when
he is humiliated at a local pub, and arrives home to find his wife out at chapel and his
dinner uncooked. Critically acclaimed author James Joyce’s Dubliners is a collection of
short stories depicting middle-class life in Dublin in the early twentieth century. First
published in 1914, the stories draw on themes relevant to the time such as nationalism
and Ireland’s national identity, and cement Joyce’s reputation for brutally honest and
revealing depictions of everyday Irish life. HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of
literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and
celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics
collection to build your digital library.
The joint ages of friends Joy Lennick and Jean Wilson may add up to one hundred and
seventy one years, but there's nothing "old lace" about these two women writers; while the
"arsenic" connection is questionable... Both adept at delving into the messy, murky world
of murder, it is enlightening, and sometimes, a relief... to discover their added light,
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humorous touch. This makes for a diverse selection of highly entertaining short stories to
tickle the fancy of readers of a variety of genres. Jean Wilson worked as a Queen's Nurse
in the 1950s, and soon earned the affectionate nickname 'The Angel of Aldgate' for her
cheerful, hard work among the sick of the East End of London; and Joy Lennick wore a
few hats before becoming an author in 1984; adding many writing projects to her long list,
including five books.
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